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AN ANALYSIS OF THAI – ENGLISH 





This study mainly aimed to find out occurrences of category 
shifts in Cinderella movie subtitles with two points of the research 
problem, they are: 1) what are the types of category shifts that occur 
in the English- Thai Cinderella movie subtitles and 2) What is the most 
frequent type of category shifts that occur in the English- Thai 
Cinderella movie subtitles. 
In this research, the researcher used Catford’s theory about 
analyzing category shift in this study. This study belongs to 
descriptive qualitative method for drawing data and source of the data 
was obtained from Cinderella movie from English to Thai subtitle. 
This finding of this study show that category shift can be 
dividing into  four types which is structure shift, class shift, unit shift 
and intra-system shift. The total shift that occurred in this movie was 
found around 422 times which is consisted of structure shift 143times, 
class shift 12 times, unit shift 129 times and intra-system shift 138 
times. Overall, the dominant of category shifts was found in this study 
is structure shift. It can be concluded that shift is used to get equivalent 
and natural translation. 
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